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 What are wiki pages? 

Wiki pages are user-written articles on a range of subjects. Any contributor or a group of
contributors can create (and own) new articles, and there can be multiple articles on the same
wiki, each written by a different author. 

 Who can make a wiki page? 

Anyone with an account can create a new article. When creating a new article, the initial
contributor can choose to have a defined list of authors, all of whom can edit the page, or have
an open, wiki-like format where anyone can contribute. 

 Questions? 

 Create a new article
 Help Articles
 Full Article List
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Help: Admonitions

Created on 15 May 2023

Admonitions are used to make some text stand out or to point out something which doesn’t fit
in the normal flow of the text. There are five different admonitions currently supported by the
Modern theme. They are warning, caution, important, note and tip. Below is an example of the
caution...

Read more ›

 

Help: Includes

Created on 15 May 2023

Includes are standard wiki pages whose content is designed to be transcluded (embedded)
inside other pages. Any wiki page may be an include. To include content from another wiki
page, use the following syntax: [[Include(PageName)]] For example, say you had a page named
Welcome with the following...
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Help: Index

Created on 15 May 2023

Wiki Pages are meant to be user-created, community-editable pages covering a specific topic or
topics. Similar to a wiki, topic pages allow users to share their knowledge. Article creation uses
a wiki syntax for markup and conversion to HTML. Below, you can find several pages detailing
how to use...

Read more ›
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